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Lecturer'~ .I-I iring Termed

Latin Dance Les~<m
Latin dance lessons, sponsored
by the Latin American DC1llk, will
be held in room 184 ot' Johnson
Gym Friday from '1 to 8 :30 p.m.
An informal dance will follow
the lessons from 9 to 1L p.m. in·
the Casa del Soil
the Union.
Music for the 'dance' w.ill be provided by Amigo,s: . Anojl~mous.
Both activities ~e .fre,:J,

in

Nov 18-

Mistake by NC ·Governer

GREENSBORO, N.C. (CPS)-. Chapel Hill campus. !uller ~ad
The University of North cl\r~~, ', also led a demonstratiOn agai?Ist
·
·
·
. '; l !.!National Guard troops takmg
hna has h1red a controve..-si,a ~ .· anti-riot: training.
Governor Moore, who isJ also
civil rights leader as a lec~.ur!lr'
in social work despite GoV'.~¥"f1Pr .chairman, of the UNC trustees,
Dan K. Moore's calling the; ;ap. 'sat imp~ssively during the meetpointment "a very serious' .mis· i~g,,las~.week :as UNC President
. l iWil1i~ ~ ~Friday4efende~ 'the F~ltake.''
. 1
1
Approval to hire Durham, N.C~o! ~ <le~ "al!P?ID~men~.··Dr. Fr1day said
civil rights leader Howard Fuller: ' if;~e ClVI~ rights leader had be~n
had been given by the UNC board:: h1red ·:£or the $1,500 lectureship
of trustees executive committee ~ only . after ~he faculty of the
September 8 but was questioned s~ool pf_ social :Y:"ork had ascerat a full meeting of the board . ·tam~d his. exp?r1ence and acahere last week. ·
.demi.c q~ahficat10~s ~ lecture on
commumty organizatiOn.
Fuller's appointment had touchPresident Friday said Fuller
ed off a controversy in the state was only one of 1,700 part-time
and Governor Moore had sided lecturers the school would hire
with those who did not want the during the year.
leader of many Durham protest
"Such disputes have occurred
demonstrations during the sum- before and will occur again," Dr,
mer to lecture on the school's Friday said, "so long. as the University of North Carolina remains
a place where ide~s are exchanged, current practices examined, and new solutions proposed for the problems of society.''
After the board voted to uphold the appbfntment, Governor
Moore moved the meeting on to
Saturday Midnight
the next item on the agenda without comment.

71 ,,3~

F i I me d in one night by
Jonas Mekas, this is a
strong movie of one of the
strongest plays ever performed. "The movie does
exactly what it sets out to
do - seizes an audience by
the shirtfront and slams it
around from wall to wall
for one gruelling day in a
Marine Corp~ lockup."
-Time Magazine
Winner Best Documentary at
Venice Film Festival, 1%4

Xerox Duplicating
Available in Union
A Xerox duplicating service is
now available for students in the
Activities Center of the Union.
Student Activities Advisor Ken
Gattas said students may take
materials to be copied to the Activities Center secretary.
Copies (from one original) are
10 cents each for the first three,
5 cents each for the next seven,
and 3 cents each for any more.
Gattas said the service is available to students from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday.

JONAS MEKAS

~~~~~~

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
"' line ad.. 651--4 timer,
Imeriions
must Joe submitted by noon on day betore
publication to Room 1611, Student PnbUcaliona B~. or telephone 2'1'1-tOOZ or
277-4102.

n.oo.

, . is iaheretd in tile humall mind,
wllatever ir .211Ce llaJ doak it •••,,.

2nd

BIG
WEEK

LORDOFTHEIUIS
HELD
OVER

FOR SALE
1961 VOLVO-new tires, I!YIICrotncsb to
first. Dod's not too bot but great per.
~anality and l'llllS welL $560. CaD 299916L Great for elding.
ONE SET of Cue ltule Lawboolc!. l'nbo
Jisbed 1915-lDCO. Tbare arc elgbt sup.
plimcntals, two indices and 27 Jaw
voJmn... SCS.OO or best oft'er. Kay be
IICen at 2700 Solano NE. 11/15-20,
STUDENTS :looking for a car from t!OO.
to $2000. any make. For the Jo-t
prices In town call :t.nny Corter, 298193« after 3 :30 p.m.
3 BLOCKS UNM:. 3 bedroom!, 2 baths,
beamed ceilllll!l, firen!ace, paneled atudy,
garage. $18,760. Phone 256-2506. 11/
17-27.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & S..rvkco, aD
mak... 20 Percellt discount with this ad
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on :Monday & thursday. E & E
Typewriter Service. 2217 Coal SE, Phone

2 P.M.

SHOW TIMES 6:30 AND 9:50

------------PLUS------------

ONLY

No. 36

DON'T
MISS

.

The Esther Thompson Lounge
in the northeast corner of the
Union is now open Monday
through Thursday for spontaneous, unscheduled, and unadvertised discussions and meetings.
The lounge will be open on
weekends on a limited basis for
scheduled meetings, the Union
Board decided last week.
In other action, at Thursday's
meeting, the board established a
committee to work with Students
for a Democratic Society to draft
a proposal setting up a book-ex-

OF SUGAR AND
SPICE AND

EVERYTHING NICE •••
EXCEPT WHAT
THEY DID.·
SHOWS:

2:05 - 3:25 - 4:45
6:05-7:30-8:50
10:05
STUDENT

RATE$

Hallowed tradition ,
of "pinning" a girl is·
up-dated by
Sprite bottle caps.
According to an independent survey (we took it
ourselves), a startling new practice is beco~ing
widespread on some college campuses.
Suddenly, fraternity men are no longer "pinning"
the lovely young things that catch their eye.
Instead, they reach for a bottle of tart,
tingling Sprite--and proceed to "cap"
the object
their affections.
Why has this
come about?
Perhaps because
of what happens
when ycu go
ttle of Sprite.
I t fizzes ! Roars! Buzzes l
l Bubbles !
All of which makes for a much more moving moment
than to si~ply "pin" a girl.
Then, too, the intimacy of two people engaged
in the act of opening a bottle of Sprite in itself
leads to strong emotional involvement.
Capped off, of course, by the sharing of a
few moments of delicious abandon. (Tasting the
tingling tartness of Sprite, that is.)
The beauty of the idea is that i f the course
of true love does not run smooth, you don't have
to go to the trouble of getting back your pin.
You just buy another bottle of Sprite.

~~

*

PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS. PSYCHA•
DELIC POSTERS & BUTI'ONS. If we
don't have them, tlten you don't want
them, Send for samples and list. HA·
DAII BUTTERFLY'S Girt Sbop, .4609
E. Colfax, DenVel', Colorado. 80220.

'sat. 7:00 >& 10:00 PM

bt•/1-

11,

. Sun. 5:00 &'11:00 PM
50~ UIIICif.l, Thea~•.

MtJli.'RAII/JIIIS
,f
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Opened FOr Tolk§

THEY WERE MADE

Subscription Rates -- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

'

·ThompsoA~ 1 loUnge

THIS
ONE

KIIIINDYAK,'JIJtKJIRDJIJKKSIJK

SHOWN· AT

OBO

Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom

ADULTS

2(3-0688.

fRcl 1lE SIIOCKIIIG BEST·SEUIHG llflVEL BY YIIWAII GOlDING

EXICO

,·~
OPEN

TOMORROW

*THE BRIG

r

"3'7 <o, 7'l
u,3Q\v

TOM EWELL, SEATED, is SUI'rO~Indred
of his daughter's boyfriends in a seene from the
"Impossible Years," a modern-day who-done-it, The
play, well-received by near-8ell-out audiences during its two-day run at' the Concert Hall, was a
Broadway hit oomedy. Ewell plays a befuddled
father, who attempts to write a book in his own

home but
daughters. His oldest daughter later is "de·
flowered" by only God knows who1 and he sets out
to find the culprit. That's wliere the fun begins.
Also starring with Ewell, were Lynn Bilek and
Michaele Myers.

'Years' Effective Comedy
By GREG MACALEESE
"The Impossible 'Yeilrs,"' ilta:rrirg Tom Ewell, Saturday completed a successfnl two-day 4'"·
gagement before sell-out crowds
in the Concert Hall.
The play depicts those frustrating years that :Parents go through
when their daughter emerges
from the cocoon of tom-boyishness to the full bloom of a teenage sex-pot.
It capitalized on the perceptiveness of authors Bob Fisher and
Arthur Myers and on a cast of
fine actors to present a very ef~
fective comedy. But it 'Was Ewell,

8:30 p.m. Tuesday

Performance· Set
By Pianist Sericin
Rudolf Serkin, world-famous
pianist, will give a solo recital in
the Concert Hall on Tuesday Nov.
21, at 8:30 p.m.
Serkin, who made his debut
with Arturo T-oscanini and the.
New York Philharmonic in 1936,
has achieved a unique position
in the world of music.
He was awarded the Kennedy
Medal for Freedom by President
Johnson in recognition of the extraordinary contribution he has
made to the cultural life of his
adopted United States.
Tickets fot· the performance, a
benefit for the Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra, are on sale in
the Concert Hall box office. All
seats are reserved with prices
ranging from $3 and $4 in the
balcony to $5 and $6 on the main
float·. Lower balcony seats arc
$6.50.
lllllmmllllDIIftllllllftllllllllnn•llllllliH!IIIIIIIIftiiiiiHIIIHmnnll!lmiiiiiiUI

Esperanto Review
The Esperanto Review ap·
pears for the first time on
pages 3-7 of today's Lobo and
will continue as a biwckly supplement to our regular coverage. The Review is produced
by an independent group of
UNM students. Its editorial
concert does not necessarily re·
fleet that of The Lobo.
IDIIIIIHIIIIIIWIIIHIIII.__

timing his.lines perfectly and employing to the riiaximtim his fa•
mous sorrowful expression, · who
m1.1de tho play the oucccns it ..-.as.
Ewell plays a psychiatristauthor and the father of two
rather weird girls. His oldest
daughter, portrayed by Lynn Bilek, is a rather stereotyped version of the boy-crazy, slovenly
teenager. The youngest daughter,
played by Jan Rhodes, is an eavesdropping, impetuous young thing
who inadvertant1y makes every
situation wilder and tenser.
A fast-moving :plot and some
el<cellent lines overcome the few
stereotyped characters that drop
in and out of the play. It opens
with Ewell trying to write a
book telling _parents how to deal
with their teen-age children. He
attempts, quite futilely it turns
out, to work in his own home despite the constant distractions of
his wife and daughters.
Linda, his oldest daughter, becomes a great source of trouble to
Ewell when he innocently discovers that her boyfriend has demanded that she "go all the way''
or run the risk of losing him.
Ewell demands that Linda break
up with her steady, and that is
where the fun begins. In a short
time Linda begins to attract the
weirdest possible group of friends,
who range all the way from a
hippie artist to a champion un-

derwate.r swimmer to an interesting 'littl~.insect "of an adolescent who is undergoing that trauJtlUt!u e>.cpel·ieuce of voice-change.
In a moment of weakness, Ewell
allows Linda to go to Fire Beach
with her friends. He rationalizes
to himself that with the kids gone,
he can finally finish his book.
But when Linda returns from
the beach, she just isn't the same.
Gone is her sweetness, her innocence • . . and her virginity.
l!:well also discovers that she has
been secretely married. Indignant
as only a father can be, he sets
out to find the culprit who has
"de-flowered" his little Linda.
The search is complicated by
the fact that any number of people could be the "one," and everyone is indeed suspicious-looking.
But in the end, the cad is discovered and it turns out to be
handsome young Richard Mer~
rick, a writing aide of Ewell's.
The play was well-received by
the audience who apparently appreciated the excellent acting of
Ewell, Miss Bilek, and Michaele
Myers in spite of the stereotyped
characters and rather hackneyed
plot.
The :Play wiii be presented in
90 other cities.
Following the performance Friday night, Ewell entertained the
audience with some ten miuntes
of jokes and anecdotes.

19Applicants File
For Lobby Posts
Applications from 19 students
interested in working for the new
UNM student lobby in Santa Fe
were received by the deadline last
Friday, Harold Lavender Jr.,
head lobbyist, reported Sunday.
Ten lobbyists will be chosen from
these candidates at the first of
next year prior to the opening of
the legislature.
All 19 will participate in orientation and planning sessions beginning with a meeting tomorrow
night' at 13 in the Activities Center of the Union.
"The meeting Tuesday will be
to map out our schedule from now
until the legislature opens in
January," Lavender said. "We're
asking all 19 applicants to participate until the final selection.
Some might lose interest and drop
out before January. If this happens we'll still have a good group
to choose from," he said.
Of the ten to be chosen, Lavender said, five will be the actual
lobbyists in Santa Fe, three will
be research assistants, one . will
handle public relations, and the
other will serve as a secretary for
the group.
"But we're not going to prohibit the ones who aren't picked
for the official ten from helping if
they want to," Lavender said. "If
they remain interested we'll try
to let them help wherever they
can.".
The 19 applicants for the group
are Leroy Brimhall, Barbara Ann
Brown, Terry Calvani, Ron Curry,
Chester Freed.enthal, Tom Hogg,
Garald Hollingsworth,
Chris
Isengard, Preston Johnson, Robin
Knight, Stuart Licht, Lee Martin,
James Martino, Andrea Poole,
Kathleen Rail, Danny Romero,
William Ross, Michael Smith, and
Charlotte Toulouse.

l-laight: Abandoned by l-lippies
By JACQUES LESLIE
fulfilling the prophecy by writing
Collegiate Press Service
endless stories about the hippies.
The hippies :Prescribed drugs,
Once there was a group of highly imaginative, Bohemian people and ·middle-class society became
who lived in the Haight-Ashbury obsessed with evaluating this predistl'ict of San· Francisco. Among scription's rem e d i a 1 powers.
them were musicians and artists, Either you were for it or against
many who used dt•ugs fairly reg- it. Among those who decided for
ularly. These people no longer live it were thousands of college stuin Haight-Ashbury.
dents across the country. Even
They have been driven out by the most entrenched gin-andhigh rents, tourist, .and the fact tonic sat in the fraternities began
that what was once a community to sponsor pot parties (not withhas now become mc1•ely a place to . out a twinge of guilt, of course).
live. It is diffifficult to say who But other condemned the use of
came to Haight-Ashbury first, the drugs, citing statistics and studies
hippies or the newspapermtm. In on the dangers of LSD and mariany event the press turned a juana. (Had any of them stopped
community group into a national to compare how many people are
movement, wal:ning that the num- killed by LSD with, for example,
ber of hippies would grow and how many are killed on the high-

ways?) The important thing,
though, was to have an opinion,
and Time, Newsweek, and Harry
Reasoner obliged,
The hippie movement grew tremendously, "Summer hi:Ppies" and
"weekend hippies" became more
common than the real thing, and,
of course, all came from the middle class. That so many people
found it so easy to shift roles
back and forth made it clear that
the real issue in the hippie movement was not . middle-class immorality, as the hippies claimed,
but middle-class boredom. Who
wanted to stay at home watching
TV when you could go outside and
receive stimulation from :Psychedelic lights? Mal'ijuana. was pop(Continued on page 8)

change program beginning with
spring semester registration.
The board decided to take no
action on the SDS book-exchange
proposal until the committee has
completed its work, Union Board
"acknowledges the value of the
SDS proposal enough to form a
committee," board member Steve
Van Dresser said yesterday.
The board discussed recent
plans to establish a faculty club
which would meet in the old Chi
Omega h.ouse to .provide professors an ·inexpensive, convenient
meeting place for meals, social
affairs, and discussions. The club
is expected to begin operation
about March 1.
"The Desert Room might have
to be closed or drastica11'Y
changed" by the competition of
such a club, Van Dresser said.
Union board also voted to limit
each campus organization to one
poster in booths in the Union cafeteria. Posters must be approved
by the Activities Center secretary.
UNM students, except undergraduate women living in dormitories and sorority houses, will
be allowed to rent the guest rooms
upstairs in the Union, the board
decided.
The Student-Faculty Association's request to use the faculty
lounge for weekly discussion sea. sions. was approved. by the board
on a trial basis. Discussions are
tentatively scheduled through the
end of the semcste1·.
Architecture professor Don T.
Schlegel, one of several faculty
and administration representatives on Union Board, said last
night that, "The student members
are taking a much more active
part in the meetings than in the
past. Students initiated most of
the resolutions. I feel the changes
were made for the betterment of
the university."

Argentine Writer
To Speok Tonight
Dr. Antonio Pages-Larra~~
A,rgentine scholar and writerj.
will speak in Spanish at 8:30 tonight in the UNM Union Theater.
He will be the second speaker in
the 1967-68 lecture series of the
UNM Latin American Language
and Area Studies Center. -It is
sponsored by the Latin American
Language and Area Studies, di~
rected by Dr. Marshall R. Nason,
who will introduce him.
The topic of the free public lecture will be "Magic Realism in
Dr. Pages-Larraya is director
Latin-American Literature.''
of the Institute of Argentine Lit~
erature at the University· of
Buenos Aires. He was minister of
communications during the Illia.
government of Argentina.
He is visiting professor ··vf
Spanish-American literature this
year at the University of California at Irvine. He held a similar
position in 1963 at UNM. In 1965
he was honorary professor at the
University of San Marcos in
Lima.
His writings include critical
works, monographs, theater pices,
and scholarly articles. His "Ensayo Sobre Lugoncs'' won the "La
Nacion" award :for .critical 'Wl'iting in 1965, and his dramatic
version of the Santos Vega legend
has had more than a hundred
performances and carried off
honors in the 1963 competion held
by the Municipality of Buenos
Aires.

'
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S. enat e AnSWers L 0 b0
Challen.ge

Dear Weaklings:
Editor-in-Chief -----~;. ________ ;_ ___________________ Chuck Noland
It is ·now time for you to face
Managing Editor ~-----------~------------------ Melissa Howard
h d
f
Manager
·
·
· .... --.; __ ., ____;_______ .. __ R'1ch ard pfaff. your doom
.. .T. .e ays o . your
'
B usmess
i·--··--···----,
.
Morning ]iditor _.:.-----~---~ ... ~----------------- Evelyn Alexander : plllyin~ electr1C' football w1th a
Sports Editor _:_ ___________ J_..;.L.~------------- Nooley Reinheardt"i bunch"ot flabby old men· i:;~ past,
.city Ed~~r -------!----------+.: _______ .: ______________ Rob Burton': The dynamic combination of the
Cartoomst ---------:..----,-----------··--------------- Frank Jacome i elected ·members of the .executive ·
PStho;ographer --------------W-------C-;-d-d:--T·----G----:- CBo~ PGawlety · ' ahd legislative branches of stuau.----------------·-·-_:.._ ayne 1 10, om arc1a, ra1g ues , •
J)aryle Hyman, Sarah Laidlaw, Yvonne Lopez, Greg.· dent government fully intend to
MacAleese, Paul Slack, ·Chuck Reynolds, Bob Storey administer upon you the severest
mauling that anyone can imagine.
If you.. do not chicken out, we
will give you your punishment on
Friday, Dec. 1, at 3 :30 p.m.
Dr. Harold Lavender, vicepresident for student affairs, has
Rice Shortage· Imperils
consented to be the head referee
again this year. We feel that this
U.S. Position In Asia
is appropriate as he will allow
you to carry off your wounded
and honorably bury your dead
By CARL T. ROWAN
after our terrible tribe has finished with you.
WASHINGTON-"It will do the United States little good if we win
We hope to see at least seven
the war in Viet Nam ar1d let Indonesia go down the drain."
of your trembling carcasses on
That, according to White· House sources, is one of the somber warn- the· field, but we doubt if that
ings that Vice-President Hubert Humphrey made to the President many are brave enough to show
and congressional leaders upon his return from Southeast Asia.
up.
The vice-president emphasized that both countries can be saved.
The Terrible Tribe of
But those who feared a recommendation of !>Orne kind of military
Senators
and Executives
commitment to Indonesia were temproarily relieved when the vice'Pi-esident said: "Our major weapon in Indonesia will be rice."
Indonesian leaders had impressed upon the vice-president that their
Pike's Draft Message
country needs 200,000 tons of rice-desperately.
Dear Editor:
* ·:· *
Bishop Pike's lecture on ethics
But in emphasizing this, the vice-president only added to the mood of impressed
me very much. I would
crisis about a problem most Ameri_sans know nothing about: The like to recall
some of his remarks
South Vietnamese also have expressd an urgent need for a fantastic :for the benefit
of draft-age men
800,000 tons of rice. And we just don't have enough rice to meet U.S. on this campus. He said that there
domestic needs and even the bare export demands that the Agency is no code of ethics which can
for International Development, the embassies in Saigon and Jakarta, cover all life situations, and in
and now the vice-president is saying is vital to national security.
the end the individual is responThe gloom was co;mpounded last Thursday afternoon when the No- sible for the decisions he makes.
vember 1 crop reports were released. They indicated the 1967 rough He said part of the responsibilrice crop will be only 89,425,000 bags, or 1,200,000 bags less than had ity is to make the decision (inbeen predicted a month earlier. (There are 100 pounds to a bag,)
stead of avoiding it) and to act
What it means is that South Viet Nam and Indonesia alone are on it. He used the morality of the
expressing a desperate need for more than 30,000,000 bags of rough war in VietNam as an example
rice-or more than a third of the entire U.S. crop in 1967.
of a decision every one of us
*l * • ,. .
mu'st make. If we tbink the war
It seems obvious that the United States cannot begin to meet this is right and just we should quit
c:Iemaud, aliu Utat l.a,s led to acme :mgry outbursts in top levels of the school now and go fight--"Kill a
"administration. Some top officials are asking why the U.S. can plan Commie for Christ." If we think
so far ahead on its needs for bombs, but shows so little foresight in the war is wrong we must prefer
terms of the need for more dee production.
jail to fighting under any circumOther officials argue that it is "because the administration has stances. And I will carry Pike's
been timid enough to let Sen. Allen Ellender of Louisiana, agricul- argument one step further: we
ture committee chairman, set policy." Ellender has insisted that rice must use all our ability and
production be held back so as not to have any surpluses that would strength to stop the war.
cause storage problems-as well as political problems in his deeJeffrey Smedberg
producing state.
Humphrey may find an inability to help Indonesia out of its present
food dilemma quite embarrassing. Traveling companions describe him Alpha Epsilon Pi
as particularly moved by Indonesia's economic plight. He came home
Alpha Epsilon Pi social fraterexpressing a desire to move speedily in many ways to help the Suharto nity will hold a rush meeting togovernment erase the poverty and misery that were compounded dur- morrow at 7:30p.m. in room 230
ing years of misrule by Sukarno.
of the Union. All UNM undergraduate
men are invited to at* * *
But even during his talks with General Suharto, Humphrey had to tend.
warn the Indonesian leader not to expect too much too soon from the

The Rowan Column

u.s.

"I don't want to build up your hopes and let 'you down," Humphrey
told Suharto. "You know as well as I do that this U.S. Congress seems
pletermined to cut the heart out of the foreign-aid program."
· Now, if the U.S. must plead inability to provide dee, Indonesia will
be in a terrible bind. The country is virtually bankrupt, but beyond
that there is a world-wide shortage of rice today, so there isn't much
rice that money can buy.
There is every likelihood that in addition to fighting Communistinspired insurgencies, Viet Cong terrorism and a host of ordinary
enemies in Southeast Asia, the U.S. must soon also reckon with the
politics of hunger.

Needler to Speak
Dr. Martin C. Needler, head of
the department of Inter-American
Affairs, will speak at the Wednesday, general meeting of Latin
American Desk. Dr. Needler's
topiol will be "An Overview: Recent Political Trends in Latin
America". The meeting wlll take
place in Room 231 A-B in the
Union at 12:30 p.m.

Negro History Course, ·
Asked
..
~

-.

'

:

'

Dear Editor:
· .. 1
There is currently-i-on · this
campus, a new project;.;..;.to create
an . American Negro' 1 history
course; There are three. justifications for this course:' 1) the
average college student has a
relatively small knowledge of the
Negro's past; ·2) with the present
and frequent racial disagreements
-and disturbances, college-age
students should be enlightened; 3)
and sbi.ce there is no bona-fide
.course to this' effect, it should be
instigated.
It is the duty ·of an academic
community to .offer its students
the very best of curriculum, and
in this day and age it is legitimate that students be enlightened on the· past, present, and future of the American Negro.
Surely our somewhat "beneficial"
administration will adhere to the

· request of its students. . .
· Petitions are currently flowing about campus, with ·many of
' our students (those with ·an academic thirst for knowledge) inteiested in signing.
One favorable objective of an
· interested group . is to . hire a
Negro professor to teach the
course. With the use of logic, this
is a justifiable psycholoiical suggestion. For an Oriental ~s.~o~
qualified to teach an Odenta~ language, as a Negro woull;i be tnot
entirely on his merits, but on his
way of getting the Jloint acro.ss).
For usually the Negro educator
has lived what he is teaching
(culturally).
··
I call on the administration,
staff, faculty, and students to
make a diversified effort to in·
stigate this course. For a · good
education stems from an over-all
education of life in relationship
to the individual.
James Anthony Martino

lQue Pasa?
By GREG MacALEESE
The big question in the sports
world these days is who will get
the post-season bowl berths.
Alabama, Southern Cal, and
Minnesota all seem assured of
bids, but I can't help thinking that
the bowl committees are missing
out on one of those real "naturals" that fans love to see.
How about matching up those
two great rivals-the Reies Tijerina Tigres and the Alphonso
Sanchez Saints?
I can see it all now • . .
"Good afternoon, sports fans,
welcome to the Chicano Bowl,
brought to you live, in color, and
in Spanish with English subtitles,
by the Alianza Broadcasting Co.,
from Tierra Amarilla, New Mexico.
"There's a lot of bad blood between these two ball clubs, fan.
The Tijerina Tigres have openly
called the Sanchez Saints Tios
Tomas, and the Saints have retaliated by calling the Tigres
land-grabbers and bad men. In
case you're wondering who I am,
I'm Willie Ros9, from Wyominga neutral observer from a neutral
state. You see, fans, the Tigres
wouldn't let a New Mexico gringo
announce the game. So here I am,
and it's burn, baby, burn from
here on out.
"I see the captains for both
teams are on the field for the
coin toss and the Saints have won
the toss . • • hold it. Tijerina
wants the coin reflipped. This
time they're using a Mexican
peso. The Saints still have won
the toss. They'll receive.
"There's the kick and it's taken
by Benny Naranjo. He brings it
out to the 35 where he is banged
around a little bit.
"There's Balthazar Martinez
getting in a few good licks. He's

LBJ: Now, l~t's trah this new
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the Tigres' best muscle-man and
he's sure to be leading his team in
blocking and tackling. He's a real
tough cookie . • . er • , • hombre.
"Sanchez of the Saints goes
back to pass and hits Judge Bratton with a long pas. Bratton's
going all the way . . . touchdown
for the Saints!
"Some enthusiastic rooters in
the end zone are fil'ing the old
cannon that is symbolic of all
football games . . • but wait a
minute, a cannonball has exploded
in the middle of the field! Nobody
is hurt, ladies and gentlemen, but
there is a giant hole in the middle of the field. Damn • • • these
people really play for keeps.
"I can see the coach of the
Tigres, 'Heies baby,' down there
talking to the head referee about
something, And they're calling
back the touchdown • • • why?
The officials have signaled that
the play is no good because Bratton's a gringo.
games being called offff • • •
"Ladies and gentlemen, the
games's being called off ••• there's
too big a hole in the middle of
the field. Hey • • • there go the
Tigresl They've got AI Sanchez!
They're throwing a rope over the
cross-bar of one of the goal posts!
Good God! They hanged him!
"I'll tell ya, sports fa~s this is
the wildest game I've ever seen.
Now what is Tijerina doing • • •
he's on the public address system.
He's saying that this football stadium is on his forefathers' land.''
Well, the mythical game is over
and now I can see why it wouldn't
work. Both sides are just too com·
petitive. Man, did they go at each
other. And when it's all over nothing has been won or lost • , • it
was just another Mexican standoff.

'l;AJJfi.'-.'.URITAN MODEL
.... ';I' he· Puz:itan colony was founded
~: "A City on a Hill"-an . ideal
society whi!lh would act as an
..example to the rest of the world.
When the ideal was challenged
from within, the society lashed
out blindly, seeking outside influences. No one but an agent of
the Devll, himself, could possibly
be dissatisfied with this perfect
theocracy. The result was collective self-flagellation: a witch
hunt.
This has been the thrust of
much American thought. We have
so romanticized our ideals that
we believe only a foreign agent
would not be satisfied with the
state of the nation. "Eternal
Vigilance is the Price of Liberty"
has come to mean "Eternal Vigilance" against ourselves.

*

*

During the American Revolution, the tories were dealt with as
agents of a foreign power. After
the revolution, the Federalists
were denounced as ''monarchists."
In the 19th Century, we had our
share of "spies" and "traitors."
One pro-slavery tract, distributed
in the pre-Civil War years, was
entitled "The South Vindicated
from the Treason and Fanaticism
of the Northern Abolitionists."
After the publication of "The
Communist Manifesto" in 1848, it
became possible to blame unrest
on a communist "conspiracy," and
in 1850, a southern Presbyterian
minister denounced abolition as
"atheistic communism.''
OUR CONSPIRACIES
When Karl Marx moved the
headquarters of the Communist
International to New York to
keep it out of the hands of the
anarchists, the newspapers had a
field day. The Communists were
taking over. Subsequently, the
Communists were blamed for
union outbreaks, the Haymarket
Riots, and even President McKinley's assassination (it was an
anarchist).
On the other extreme, the ruralists, laboring classes, and muckrakers had their fun. The failure
of their idea of the American
Dream was blamed on the "Robber Barons"-an idea which
sometimes took the form of a
gigantic financial and industrial
plot, designed to control America.
This belief was expanded after
World War I when Americans,
disillusioned tbat the world had
NOT been made sale for democracy, decided that the war had
been an international plot of
bankers and munitions makers.
This concept, in turn, fathered the
Left's cherished notion of a "Military-Industdal Complex."

*

*

The success of the Bolshevik
revolution in Russia, providing a
national base for communism,
coupled with some communist and
anarchist activity in the U.S.,
added fire to conspiracy theories
and led to the Red Scare of the
early '20's.
World Y/ar II brought us the
.idea of total war (In case you
hadn't noticed, almost every other
war the U.S. has fought, including the revolution, itself, has been
a limited war) •. Total war meant
total loyalty, and this idea added
to the uncertainty of the post-war
period, made it possible for a
Senator from Wisconsin to convince Americans that communist
agents lurked at every level of
government.
-

•••
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Witch Hunts' Popularity Dying :Out?

By BILL OLSON
Americana don't underatand
themselves. The recent "controversy" !>Vel.' "The Juggler," VNM•'!l
student humor magazine, ;prov~~~
this.
.
·
It displays an historical Anierican failure to comprehend radicalism ap.d diss(lnt;-a deficiency with
roots as early i;\s the 17th Century-and it indicli.tes the status
of things t!>day.
·

*
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La Dolce Vita-byFranklacome
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AJIERI<L<\N RADICALISM
America has experienced al·
most 300 years of plot-think and
self-flagellation, and because of
it Americans nre blind to some
v~ey important concepts: 1) th~t
; foreign agents are almost um•

versally citizens of foreign conntries, There is a profound differ.ence between a foreign agent and
a home-grown radical. 2) that
American radicalism was always
been just that: AMERICAN radi' calism. Even th(l most revolution· .ary Amedcan radicals have never
• bee.li :able to divorce themselves
·from bourgeois attitudes, thought,
. or teliminology,
The Populists, with their ela, borate plans for railroad nationalization, currency reform, and
direct senatorial elections, were
interested in one thing: profit.
Self,.interest. Not ideology. They
were pro-American, anti~foreign,
and even to some extent, antiNegro.
The American Communist John
Reed didn't like foreign influence
in the Communist Party of America. In fact, he disliked it so much
that he founded an all-American
organization, The Communist
Labor Party.

*

*

*

The New Left, in spite of itself,
seems to advocate a return to a
golden, non-industrial past. Some
New Leftists even like small business. Their "revolution" would allot power to the American people
through direct, participatory
democracy, This is merely a restatement of basic ideals as
American as you-know-what-kindof-pie. Even J. Edgar Hoover admits that the New Left is not
subversive. ·
The Negro Revolution has
been more material than ideological. All it wants is a share of the
prosperity and a sincere equality.
Presently, it is undergoing a formulation of an ideological base,
but the ideology is simply being
tacked on afterward. If Negroes
attain equality and prosperity,
the ideology will crumble.
Despite these facts, some
Americans continue to see their
Romantic dream of America as
reality. When the dream and reality disagree-that is, when reality dissents against the dreamthey blame reality. It, too, is then
romanticized so as not to conflict
with the assumptions of the
dream. It becomes a plot against
the dream.
(Continued on page 5)
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Del El Testimonio de los dias
Hector Dante Cincotta
I

Cuando estoy .rodeado de mi soledad
es cuando mas te quiero. Aqui solo perdido
entre algun Otoiio. Corono a tu cuerpo
y a Ia musica de todos los p8jaros que andan
por el cielo. Siento crecer al olvido
largo y sereno; un pajaro se esconde
ante mi vista como un recuerdo extendido
y solo. El aire pasa alto bajo este cielo
del sur, donde la tristeza es un poco de mi ambien.
II

Te quiero como a Ia suave me.lancolia ,del Otoiio,
y anhelo de ti ese deseo dorm1do y o!Vtdado
cuando me siento lejos, entre algunos pinos.
Tan alta, entre el espacio que quiero abrazar
y no puedo. Desvastada soledad, silencio
reposado. No se si el amor es inm6vil
o si mi alma. contempla el mas fino deseo.
Rama tan alta, amor tan cercano y silencioso.
Te siento crecer en mi como un .insante
donde guardo Ia mas flna melodia.
III

Siempre te siento crecer a mi lado como
un clave! sobre Ia tierra, como un espacio
consumido. Se de la sombra que anda
.. por elllorizonte alta. y desvelada y por
eso se de tus labios y de tu cuerpo.
Se de lo que amo, de Ia hierba esperada
para para mi muerte..A veces pienso
en el d{a que.me espera y siento
:moverme solo dentro de tu alma.
(Continued on page 4)

By GEORGE W. CAREY, Ph.D.
Dr. George W. Carey, as•
sociate professor of government, has been at Georgetown
since 1961. tie received his AB
,
•
from Northwestern UDtverstty,
his MA from the University of
Illinois, and his Ph.D. from Indiana University.
"R' h .
D' 1
, • • II .
•
tg ts.or Ia ogue ongi!IB Y
appeared m the October 19 ~e
of t~e Geo~getown Hoy~ I!Dd 18
reprm~ed w1th the permiSSion of
the editor. .
My thes1s: when any social
unit (nat!o~, state community,
etc.) exhibits a fixation with ·
• h..t ~-" c:•v1
• '1'' or. ?th
•
rig
. erw1se-:genume dJalogue Wlthm t.ha~ umt
vanishes. Why so? Prmc1pally
b~cause the. participa:nts in al?y
g1ven confl1ct or d1spute Will
"hide" behind the mantle. of one
right or another and then proceed
to shout at their opponents. In
this process, reasoning and understanding, necessary ingredients
for dialogue, are lost principally
because both sides, convinced of
their righteousness (or, perhaps,.
having con:vinced themselves
through a process of self-hypnosis
of. their moral rectitude) are un
willing to budge from their position, reinforced as it is with a
"right.'' Now, as many ·students
of' American politics know;
"rights" are mighty easy to come
by. Hence we should not be SUr•
prised that .George Wallace has
his special set of "dghta.'' But;
(Continued on page 6)

On Campus

By JAMES A. KENNEDY
Like Black Power, Student
Power ~nd its series of .ciose}y
related tssues-:some ?f whtch are
the confrontation with the war
makers both military and industrial; the transformation of uni·
versities into multiversities whose
~rimary function is t~e perpetuation of the corporate Ideology and
the creation of technicians. not
scholars, for the corporate . rnachine: the democratic process on
campus; the growth of a class
position on the part of students
has been a frequently misunderstood topic 'Of heated debate and
organizing on many campuses in.
,
eluding the
University of New
Mexico. Even a Dean Lavender
who thinks and talks in terms of
the writing of Paul Goodman,
hardly current among radicals today, would be far more relevant,
and far more comprehensive if he
read "The Multiversity: Crucible
of the New Working Class" by
Carl Davidson.
• • •
.
To discuss the politics of liberaation as they relate to the campus
scene at UNM, Rivet~. the lack of
political ~&phistication of a wide
body politic (witMM the attacks
on The Jugier) ill 110 euy taek,
·but 1ieit'her is the 1oRg bard haul
.-cJ for t11oee wiMlae determina·
tiOft ia to Wid AC1l a mcnremeut
on this
pus.· Let •
begin
with ao.e elazi& 1 *hlliB.
Student Power is itself part of
a larger l'ewntioDarr strategy
(Contimied OD page 6)
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·The Minimum Wage-Crime. Against t.be Negro

Herbert F. Thompson
Molly Moore
·b;nda Gutierrez
Ri~hard Ortega
;:~ Lautcf Loy
. Barb'ara Ball
~{."~,;))

;J

''The mi~i~~m wage rate is a
, major ~ause of Negro teen-age
; ·.• · unemplo§ment. Of all the laws on
· • · J • , the statuti! books of this country
: .·, ·I belfev~'the minimum wage does
·1 • , the Negro'es the most harm. It is
not intended to be an anti-Negro
Jaw but; in fact, it is."-Professor
Milton
Friedman, · President,
American Economics Association.

·.:

ODA

*

(Co~tinued from page 3)

Dentro de mi consumo una pat·te de ti
tambien, aunque no sepa,s,
IV
La bierba es tan tierna como un deseo;
y penetro en Jo que se va, se buye quien
sabe a donde. Ellos diran por donde
habre de estar, solo, bajo una tarde
donde el polvo sera una parte de Ia muerte.
Estoy cansado de sentir el aire que me rodea.
Yo que tantas veces te he visto cerca de mi
boy tan solo tengo el beso enviado
por este aire del sur. Tu coraz6n alimenta
a mi ·sueiio excedido, ahora que ando solo
sin una flor entre mis manos, sin un Jabio.

)"

Introduction to
the Tarascan Hills
.

When the wind blows in the
Tarascan hills, it brings mist and
rain. And the cloud~;~ 'Yrap around
the feet of the mountains like
grey mufflers, and !the sky turns
silver. And the cornfields ate
green with leaves crackling, and
a stalk falling now and then if it
begins to hail. But the clouds are
relentless and crawl over the
heights like fingers, .,probing down
for their way belWUJi; 'the trees.
The Tarascans squat under emer..ald pines and encinos, arms crossed on their knees, il'/.:'Wasted hats
and trousers, staring:,

• * •

Between rains t'l\eY chop wood
with old-fashioned axes, in bare
feet, away up on the mountainside. The pine needles are stiU
thick but m-;;at of the foliage is
gone, ripped out by calloused old
hands and a lot of swearing in
the mornings and afternoons. The
brush gets thicker as the peaks
get closer and sheep and goats
are. on the mountain, nibbling and
tearing and bleating. One old ewe
gave birth to two lambs, one of
each, and they could walk, bawl
and suck at birth, even wet.
There'~ a good home for them in
the forest, and food, too. But the
Tarascans are badly placed.

• * •

Their old gods are not all
stone. The bills ate green upon
green, palm on encino, pine on
fresno, grass on nopal and vine.
The rains are good and the clim·
ate is not hot in the summer and
there is food for the animals. But

.Monday, November 2D; 196'l • ' ,

the soil has been rent by corn for
four centuries. And the game is
all shot off due to hunger. The
people leave their night soil in
bad places, and cause plagues of
typhoid and other sicknesses
through ignorance which is truly
the curse of the Tarascans.

* * •

The dead rule the living like
ghostly vises, confirming them in
the way!! of their :fathers 'til they
will see no others. The soil is
scourged by the corn until it will
push it only three feet high in
four months. It is grown out. And
the Tarascans can't pay 50 pesos
for four tons of manure to make a
good field rich again. They are
held by the old ways and will
grow no new plants. Their forefathers killed the Aztecs who tried
to subject them, and the mighty
Aztecs ruled Central Mexico and
made all of their subject peoples
pay tribute. But the old. Tarascans held their Michoacan, And
they bold the new still.

• • *

A new purple-rust water pipe
from the top of Tecolote Mountain is bringing water now in to
Las Canoas, one of the Tarascan
villages. There are some concrete
troughs :for the animals and cisterns for the people. The Indians
can't run away from a paved
highway and sheet-metal buses;
and the smell of diesel exhaust
reaches the children in their classrooms.
Baker Morrow

Reprisals Against Opponents of War
Unlikely, Says Selective Service Chief
BOULDER, Colo. (CPS)-Gen· ordered anti-draft demonstrators
eral Lewis B. Hershey, the only at the University of Michigan redirector in the 27-year history of classified I-A.
the Selective Service System,
Hershey also had several criticlaims there aren't likely to be cisms of the demonstrators. He
reprisals by his agency against said they are causing disunity and
those who participated in anti- have been caused by "a deteriora'War demonstrations recently.
tion of the family" and too much
"We don't want to make "permissiveness!'
martyrs of these people," he told
He also doubted the effectiveFrank Bell of the University of ness of demonstrations. Out of 34
Colorado Daily. In reference to million draft registrants "200 dethose who have turned in or monstrators here and 30{} there
burned their draft cards he said: does not make much difference.''
"We do anything we can to keep He said that none of the demonthe youngsters from being tried!' strations have stopped inductees
But he added ominously that from joining the army.
the tlraft agency furnishes any
Demonstrators, said Hershey,
information which it can to the "are being put on by older folks.
Justice Department. .
There are people with prestige
Action against members of the with the kids that tend to com~
Resistance who turned in their mand attention with the emotiondraft cards-Hershey refers to able and impressionable kids.
them as "delinquents"-will be Heady wine, this wanting to get
determined by local draft boards. your pictures on the papers and
However, two years ago Hershey on radio and television.''

*

*

The remarkable fact about the.
above statemnt is that few competent economists disagree with
it! There seems little doubt that
the minimum wage law is one of
the major factors in this year's
Negro rioting, in the inability of
young Negroes (and to a large
but lesser degree, uneducated
young people generally) to get
jobs, and in both white and Negro
teen-age juvenile delinquency and
crime. Young Americans for
Freedom feels that the minimum
wage law is a critical is&ue for
America's youth. With unemployment of young Negroes-and
young people in general-rising
rapidly, the social cost to our generation in the years ahead will be
staggering: in welfare costs, in
the costs of crime, in an unnecessarily high cost of living, and
more seriously in the cost to freedom itself borne out of an unemployment rate for young Negroes
that will reach 3{} per cent after
February of 1968 (when the minimum wage will go to $1.60 per
hour).

•

*

*

What has been the ever-recurring cry, after each riot in each
American city, from the initial
outbreak in 1965? It has been the
bitter complaint the Negroes have
no jobs and can't get work. Why
can't they? Because the minimum
wage prices unskilled, untrained,
yo1,1ng people out of the labor
market-part;.c-glaJ:lY in big cities.
.. "'
...
Look at the facts: In 1948 the
legal Fe~eral minimum wage was

..

40 cents per hour. UnQmploymtmt
among teen-age workers w))ite
and Negro was about 8 per cent
and there was little difference in
their ability to find work.: In 1950'
the rate was raised to 75 cents
per hour. Almost immediately, un~
employment among Negro t~e~agers jumped to about 16 per
cent. (Unmployment among
white teen-agers jumped to about
12 per cent.) By 1952, inflation
an (!the Kore11n War had forced
up w.ages, throughout the economy and 75 cents per hour was no
longer considred an unreasonable
wage in any part of the USA.
And unemployment among teenage;s both Negro and white
bad. dropped back below the 8
per cent level of 1948.

*

*

*

But in 1956, just as teen-age
employment was rising and Negroes and whitel:l were equally
able to get their first, unskilled
job, the Federal Government
jumped the minimum wage to $1.
Again - almost immediately ·-there was a dramatic jump in unemnlovment among both white
and Negro teen-agers. Among
Negroes, the jump was disast.
rous, rising to 24 per cent of all
Negro teen-agers! It has stayed
almost that high since 1956more than 10 years.

particularly Negroes.
.·
. •
• . •
. T~ere 1s no escapmg the facts.
r 'Yhrle humane ~nd ~nselfish mot1ve.s may have, I?-SPired Congress
to ~~crease mmrml,lm wages for
unskdled worke~s, the result. ltas
been the oppos1te: the unskilled
get n~ pay at all, cause a sky~
rocketmg of weU'are costs ~~.,!111
taxpayer~, and have the. door•. ~f
·opportumty slammed rn tlte.ir
faces! The teen-age worker mil
nevet- even get .a start at a :ful_~.
productive life.
•
•
*
It is self-evident that· it costs
more to hire a teen-age worker
than ~n. adult. He ~e~ds more
supervJston, more trammg, more
time to learn his job, more ti!lle
to develop good work habtts.
Thus, American business-which,
after all, has trained the majority of today's employed in our
country-cannot absorb the sudden cost increase when the minimum wage is raised ever hiJher
by our political leaders. The result
is that the increased cost of
labor causes more automation,
more unemployment, and higher
prices for everyone.

*

*

Rights or Dialogue?
*

•

"'

Why and at what point did we
-all ot us-begin to behave like
little children, each intent on gorging himself with ice cream and
cookies, all the time claiming this
to be an inherent "right''? I
would suspect that the more
serious students of political philosophy would point an accusing
finger at Machiavelli, Hobbes and
Locke. And this for two reasons:
(l) Machiavelli led the "reconstruction" movement through his
frontal assault on the Tradition,
providing, thereby, subsequent
generations with a rationale to
support the modern behaviorists
thesis that men are mere tmimals,
very much akin to my beloved cat,
· W. W. Willoughby. (2) Hobbes
and Locke because they, above all,
fostered the notion that we, human beings, somehow emerged
from trees, caves, forests, or what
have you, and signed a "social
contract" which specified our
"rights" ns members of a social,
political order. These two lines of
thought, taken together, certainly
seem to explain the tenor and
substance of our present political
thinking.
$

*

*

*

Yet, we do lmow better than
this. We do know that man is a
social being who has never evistcd
(with one or two exceptions, perhaps) in any state other than the
·~=--

-

social. This fact is so obvious
that the reader will be more than
inclined to ask: Why bother to
point it out? I answer: principally becauae-insome cases quite
nnconsciously-we have as a
civilization accepted the Machia~
velli-Hobbes-Locke «theory" to
the extent that we use it a& the
basis for our political discourse.
On the other hand, if we were to
proceed from the premise that
man is a social being (after all,
how did we all "get" here?), then
the parameters of our discourse
in society would be drastically al~
tered to the extent that we would
not dare to tlak in term of
"rights." We would, in other
words, come to face our social,
political problems in a realistic
manner, employing our reason instead of mere assertion ot
"rights.'' We might even come to
embrace the natural law tradi·
tion.

*

*

tration and students) somehow
arrived at the point where we insist upon our "rights.'' At least
this seems to be the trend: the
faculty finally has its Senate; the '
administration it prerogatives;
(Continued on page 5)
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Bear
a word that seldom comes
six legs all running there.''

On Her Birthday
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Wax fuses on her cake
another taper adds
=
another taper tells
..,
the tiresome tale of time
i that even youth must know.
===
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Mter Summer

Hot yellow single measurernents of years,
what secrets can you burn;
indifferent markers all the
h t d 'ff
f:~:? a I erences
You tell her from my distance
l would stand,
bewhite
thrusticing's
waist-deep
waves
in her
to have my hair set fire!
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Apart they languish,
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Are Witch Hunts
Dying Out?

*

*

humana prodiyeron una clase de
b d
tos uc · s cinicos
vaga un os, ro • s 10 •
.•
•
. .'
, i c
1 que vivian al margen de la soctente ,que se pre.c~:mba de ,sceli' la. Jciedad. Se caracterizaban. por su: '
nacil$n mas Plld~Jros_a del ~1lp.do... ,libertad, su vagancia, su desprecio
Sin emba~go, visto por a q~~~· para el trabajo, su cinesmo en ~~
era un pa1s .en plena deca~elfCia. . tespto a las Ieyes sociales y los ·
Un hambre atro abunda'l?a .'p~r ·valores "sagrados" de Ia sociedad.
todas partes, sus campos,., ~~an • Poliferba esta clase de vaga.
descuidados, su requeza .a,esmi- bundos en todas partes, Para
nudia por sus continuas guerras muchos "Ia florida picardia" era
y la astucia economica de otros Ia unica manera de sobrevivir en
paises europeos. La poblaci6n fue estas condiciones. De esto Valcasi ala mitad por esta situaci6n buena Prat dice:
belicosa y sus fuerzas gastados en
"De hecho, el caso de los vagala c?nques~a. del nuevo mundo. bundos parasitos, personas sin
La vtda reb~osa e:a mdarcaedrsaonpoars ocupaci6n fija,hdispuestos a 1~
una ~ran au~encta .e P
aventura y al uerto, era cornque solo quenan evadrrse de esta ente en eJ.siglo XVI espaiiol, sobre
miserable condici6n; de lo cual todo en su segunda mitad. En una
resultci un empobrecimiento de los estadistica de 1a epoca se regisvalores morales.
tran 150,000 vagabundos o vagaEstas condiciones en que existia mundos en Espana, a fines del
tanto el hambre como Ia miseria siglo XVI.'"

La grandeza de este problema
alcanzo tal dimension que eventu, . 1 "'- , • ' · .-r •
almente se convert1eron en una
geri,te. Jitetati.~q
.
"Entre tantd' ~e ha con!erttdo
e'l ;q~~ clase social, e~;~ dee1r, que
aparece< en masas tan . nuerosas
gue, l~s prl!bl!lmas sociBles .humanas,y artxsttcas con el relactondas se condensen ell una forma
literaria.'"'
" -' ' · ;
Timoteo Francisco
1. Prat, 'Angel Valbuena. La
vida espanola en la Edad de
Oro, p. 144.
2. Pfandl, Ludwig. Historia de
la literature nacional espafiola e nla Edad de Oro, p.

292.

SOUTHWEST

"communilftl' ·~~;u'!>versivp," ''treasonable," and "anti~American/'
but the charges were laughed at
by all but a few. One radio-TV
corporation milked the dispute
for its news value, and the same
cranks called on the open-line
programs.
But there was almost no editorial comment in the city's
dailies, there were almost no letters to the editors, the Publications Board hearing was crowded
with people opposed to the
charges, and no one from the
American Legion came to the
hearing. (The Legion's State Adjutant said he was sick, but significantly, he did not send a proxy.)
In short, the controversy was a
relic, and everyone knows it. It
signals the end of the era of finding communists everywhere. The
new criticism is directed at "dissent'' or "disloyalty," not against
"subversion" or foreign "plots.''
TOMORROW?
Does this mean the end of
witch hunts? Perhaps. But as my
friend, Jim Johnson, has observed,
"We may simply be in the 'eye' of
the hurricane.''

BEC11UC SHAVER SERVICE
"ELECTRIC SHAVER AND

(Continued from page 4)
and the students, their Bill of

Iogue, so essential for a truly
academic environment.

ights. Moreover, a very conscious effort has been made to
secularize the University-not an
uninteresting :fact since this, too,
conforms with the frontal attack
on the Tradition.
•
* •
If I am correct in my judgment
regarding this tendency, the consequences for the University will
be about the same as they are
for the society as a whole. Just
watch! We still (faculty, administration, and students) begin
shouting at one another (and, to
be sure we already have been)
about "rights.'' As this process
intensifies we will finally have destroyed that spirit of community,
along with understanding and dia:.·-- ··-·-·

I cannot answer the obvious

R
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(Co!ltinued.from p~ge 3)
A'FADING'DEVJI;.
The fact is, some of our witch
hunters are losing their devil:
Communism has begun to fragment. On the international scene,
is splitting into national camps.
In other words, it is ceasing to
be a revolutionary force.
The public has begun to notice
this trend. Few people actually
call hippies "communists," although hippies profess communal
living, and the New Left is Left
alone.
U.S. foreign policy, as applied,
seems to have departed from the
idea of total warfare. As a reuslt,
dissent in.the U.S, is freer. Draft
card burners cannot be attacked
as "ttaitors.'' Their dissent is,
however, termed "disloyal," and
:feeble attempts are made to convince the public that dissenters
prolong the war by giving Ho Chi
Minh a false impression ot American will. The idea o:f treason is
blurred.

La Espana d~l sigio XVIJ;, viato

=
QuesflOB:
• R1g
• IJfS or DICI
• Ioguer-"
~

Some Leaves
jostled in their time,

110

d-e Ia decadenc···a espanole

= ·1
•
•
§ ' por afuera era un 1mper1o flo;fe-

!I
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UGHTER REPAIR
200 THIRD NW
247-8219

questions: What is to be done?
How can we save ourselves? For
openers let me suggest the :foilowing: to the best of their abilities the student should study;
teachers should teach; and administrators should administrate.
Each should aid the other in the
performance of their respective
functions with a mutual respect
for the problems of each. Bland
advice, I know. Quite sound, however, if for no other reason than
we can have a meaning dialogue
free from the encumbrances of
the "rights" mentality that now
permeates our campus.
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· ' ''If l you. want this summer. i§!
bug.
E!!
· ' i of b:tonze · : :
Lucifer
!!!!!.
' :·with bones unmagnetized,
"endowed with habits"
'' grey!ash;es,scattered over
malefactor attributes. Lucifer,·
trees i I
~
old
· · his mirrors in your eyes,
==
artificer, I put light on your
! .
back,
Prepare
~
where you cowered
for nothing, everything, then
§-~
under the stone.
none,
a bleeding chigger in your hair i
Come up, old man, heart-secretary, around this table
Da1:e
~
we shiver together,
never to bring pins
l
ur.der remote stars.
(no mounted trophies fill the
:;_
-Dan Sessions
air)

•

I p

·.La . ove a icaresca, :r~

"':::;:;

be there on her breath,

* • *

•

HOUSE OF HALLMARK
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The "Juggler controversy" exemplifies the trend. "The Juggler''
or its staff was accused of being

All of this, I know, will sound
lofty and abstract to many, But
it does have relevance for the
Royas-and I am both presemp~
tuous and proud to include myself
in that category-because we
have, all of us (faculty, adm~nis-

q~

N

NEW ~~XlCO LOBO
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Young Americans for Freedom
feels that the problem of Negro
unemployment. has become criti~
* * *
cal. We :further feel that the case
Now, the Federal Government against the minimum wage is
is increasing the minimum wage overwhelming. Minimum wagesat a faster and higher rate; it and price fixing in general-are
went to $1.25 in 1966, to $1.40 in nneconomic and anti-social. The
1967, and to $1.60 in February danger to American youth-and to
1968. The results of this are clear: freedom in America-is that our
increasingly, the teen-ager (both generation will become tyrannized
the Negro and white) will be as a result of raging nnemploypriced out of the labor market, re- ment and runaway prices • • •
placed by machines • • • never and unscrupulous politicians who
able to get that first unskilled job will capitalize on them.
that could result in training and
Young Americans for Freedom
higher-paying skilled jobs later urges American youth to study
on in life. Idleness among young the minimum wage, assess ita ef.
Negroes will increase, and so will · fects Qn our genlll'8tion, .and
the likelihood of more crime, participate iiJ political action •that
more riots, more unrest, more will bring about its repeal!
bitterness among young peopleDa'rid Foreman

~

(Continued from page 3)
dare I say it, so too does Martin
Luther King. And the discussion between these men .hardly
merits the respect of intelligent
men. It does, however, terrify
kindergarten students. (Attention
all behaviorists.)
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The. ,Politics of Liberation on Campus

(Continued from page 3)
that aims at nothing less than the
total transformation of this society-it is part of. the• revolutionary process whicli has.;given birth
to the Black Powerhhovement,; to
the liberation force~t among ! the
Chicanos, to the: organizing projects among poor! whites and, white
working-class constituencies,. ·an
of which in turn• are conditioned
by and form a pal't of a world! in
revolution. Student Power is· insurgent. Its politics£ are reV.olutionary. Its aim is•to: liberate.' the
academic institutions' <from the
domination of corporat;e.J,iower; to
tranaform them, in ·an: ideological
'sense, into liberated zohes which
will play a meaningful role in the
war of position. This .means that
a new generation of scholars and
students, socially conscious and
socially oriented, will see a new
university as a base from which
to challenge the hegemony in the
spiritual life of the people a significant blow. The University, envisioned by radicals, would assume an important place, an active role in seeking to transform
this society . and in fighting for
human liberation. It would further become an institution con- ·
trolled fully and democratically
by students and faculty who
would govern their work processes
and exercise effective control over
their appointees, the ' 1a8ministrators" would carr out the "mechanical side" of running a university.

tige granted ;from on high to ''student government.'' Nor does it
mean a few more token students
on a few more University committees-we don't really need our
Thurgood Marshalls. Further stuMnt power,· though legitimately
concerned. with meaningful, ·.li:nd
especially anti-establishment · reforms,' is not in the least bit cotacerned witH those reforms which
can . so easily become means of
pacification, institutionalization
or cooperation by the Lavenders.
Reforms that really grant little
can dull the sensibilities of a
movement, become divisive in the
student body (]ike banning the
Greeks), or even limit the area of
:freedom. (an example, purely hypothetical of course, would be to
grant or set aside a formal area
for "free speech" but then limit
"free speech meetings' 'to those
formally applied for and scheduled-or restricting any such activities to one locale, and only at
certain times.)

"' * *

How then-assuming I have
clarified slightly the overall goals
and thrust of student power, anq
avowedly revolutionare, not reformist, radical, not liberal concept-does one begin building a
student power movement?
First, there are several nuclei
around which a basis of such a
movement can be found. These
would include an SDS chapter, a
radical caucus among the faculty
* * ..
and
teaching assistants, a Black
Yes, Dean Lavender, we do deny
power
student grouping (whose
your "right" to exishthe "right"
of administrators as now consti- impact is already being felt in
tuted, a coercive, repressive and some quarters of the UNM camauthoritarian role res-ponsive to pus), and a women's liberation
and reflecting the authoritarian council concerned with the battle
power structure of our society. against dual standards, male suYes-in rather old fashioned premist and chauvinist policies
terms -we see you as part of the on campus. Each of these groups
has a ~rimary constutuency in
:
class enemy.
which
it should concentrate its
Student power does not meanefforts-and
these efforts are first
and never has-a little m<>re presand foremost organizing, and only
secondarily demonstrating and debating. They must organize and
build, each in their own constutuency, a conscious, radical contingency, which sees and learns
its relationship to off campus inArtist James Bolton, who surgent movements and to the
earned earned his master's de- revolutionary forces in the world.
gree at UNM last year, now has
* * ...
his prize-winning "Nude ReclinSome tactics would include the
ing on top of a Pneumatic Lift" following: Sign up for classes
hanging in the Whitney Annual that are controversial, or basic to
exhibit at the Whitney Museum of grasping the realities of this soAmerican Art in New York.
ciety; work in the enginering and
Bolton, who paints in San Fran- other schools out of which come
cisco now, had the same painting the technological strata of the
hanging in the UNM Art Mu- working class; begin to develop
seum at the end of last semester. radical critiques in class discusThe Whitney Annual, tradi- sions of materials offered and of
tionally a top-rated exhibition by :Presentation, drawing together
American contemporary artists, and developing in class radical
also includes a work by Alfred caucuses. In areas like Latin
Young of the UNM faculty, American Studies, radicals could
Young's triangular-shaped paint- :form a cha}lter of the anti-iming is one of his Sandia Series. perialist North American ConferIt shows the First National Bank ence on Latin America (NACLA)
building as a stark geometrical and begin making not only penefigure against a colorful back- trating analyses of the traditional
ground of the Sandias. It also "yanqui" approach to Latin
was shown in the UNM Art Mu- .America, but develop a sense of
seum.
solidarity with and defense of
Latin revolutionaries. Furthr research could be done inw CIA conAnthropology Club
nections with or funding of the
The Anthropology Club has •twork of scholars'' in sensitive
opened membership for the 1967- fields.
68 school year. Membershi]l fee is
* • •
$1. For information, call Linn
Research
on
the Regents, the
Stenbeck, seeretary-treasurer, at
-administrators,
their financial
277-4574. Other officers for this
ties
and
political
links ,the inyear are Stuart Baldwin, presi· volvement of the military
camdent, and Patrick Gergler, Yice- pus, the uee of science on
departPl'esident.
ments for ethically questionable

UNM Art Graduate

Paints Prize-Winner

research (for weapons and other gent and liberation movement on world-and they are touching the
products that constitute aiding campus .can an~ will be built: 'l'~= deepest recesses in our own counand abetting war crhnes): follow- co!lts will be hu~·h;-s~me ~ll . . try. They move rather rapidly
11 even in New Mexico-would have
1
t
. •
, • ·
:
some But
JIUled,
someasWlno
st'ruggles;
aro~n~..· il expelled,
quit· the fight,
as, hmg
bel. d ·
'bl
ed by · d~V;elopmg
~bese a~e; {lrea~ open ·to tlle bud~- , one expects immediate' victb:fY., a~ anyone tought or 1eve pOSSl C
)ng.of J;fq.dent msurgency. InvestJ- long aa the perop~ctive o.f se,veral_. a. year ago t~at jn a lfdewh montbhs
t 1 $ to th 1 k 0 f
I
"
a
..1.
··
Tierra Amarilla wou
ave ega ; 0Jl~- m · . e ac
or ow . years and long tirmg ted1ous,'}'<>rK come a major f!'ct in the hiswrir~t~~.- f. Spamsh students, es~e; , i.ri·.• kept in mind. as basic to build•_ cal stl'uggles of the Chicanos of
CJall . ro,l!l No!thern New Me~tco ing a movement it can be A_one: ~"'e Southwese 'and lead a few
at th.~ · ~~vers!ty o~ New ,M~xJco,. We too can see the ·day .-in 'this "''
ll.nd tl e relationship of th1s to campus when thousimds, 1al:f at weeks ago to a 'Unity convention
t1es _tretween. ~NM, the ABC and Wisconsin recently, turn out to of the militant forces among Chidef;rred tu1t~~n. can become a make their power felt. It may be cano. and Black revolutional'ies?
basls for mob1hzmg pep~le.
years before anything remotely
* "1'
*·* •
approaching the overall objectives
However long it takes,>•· and
Then there are the other areas are achieved, and it may not. be though the costs will be hlg,, I ain
-the beginning of union organiz- that long after all. In 19161 V.I. convinced that here and elsewhere
ing among campus ~mployees, with Lenin told is brothers and sisters in this country student power will
radical professors undertaking a in the revolutionary movement he become the hegemonic force· in
similar effort in terms of the would never live to see the Rev- academic life-and it will be a
AFT (which would strengthen olution, a year later socialist constituent part of the proces& of
the AFT's leftwing ) ; the crea- power was R u s 8 i an reality. the liberation of man in America
tion of .a Campus Freedom Party, Events are moving swiftly in 11ur and in our world. jVencerem11sl
with year-round activities in and ~~~~:.::=~~.:::.::::::c..::::.::.::._=::..;=.....:......,.
____:_____

* •

outown
of student
government,
its
organ, its
alternative with
pol·
icies to those of the establishment; employment of radicals on
th staff of the paper, a voice regularly on the campus radio and
other mediums of communication.
Various efforts should be made to
expand student control over those
areas that strongly affect their
lives, such as dorm hours, the
abolishment of repressive offices
on campus like tlie Dean of
Women, the effective and direct
control over the police. There also
should be a full referenda and
.regular reports by the Adminisration to the entire student body
in assembly of all ]lolicy directly
affecting the quality and process
of their lives subject to final decisions vested in the hands of the
students and teaching faculty.
Struggles around the grading
system etc. etc. etc.-the questions and issues that fall within
the perspective 11f a student power
movement and become tools and
struggles around which it builds
itself, including student unions
and student strikes, are far wo
many to be detailed here.

... * ...

The ·issues and nuclei around
which one begins most likely will
seem trivial and the setbacks, the
defeats and even ;perhaps official
repression will be at times disconcerting, Yet all these become ingredients out of which an insul'-
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REINHEARDT ·

with a 7-2-1 mark ..
A crowd of 8326, the smallest
ever at University Stadium,
watched Aggie quarterback Sal
Olivas break the game wide open
in the second half · with deep
passes over the UNM secondary.
Woodson said this was what
made the difference in the game.
Olivas gave much of the credit to
his offensive line for "giving me

·

.

the time I needed in the second
half."
NMSU scored on the first play
it had the ball · from scrimmage
on a 52-yard pass from Olivas to
Howard Taylor. That gave the
Ags a 7-0 lead.
But the enthused Lobos-going
after a final win for coach Bill
Weeks-moved the ball to the
State one-yard line behind the

p. assing of Terry Stone and the pass from Stone to Emilio Vallez.
running Qf David Bookert.
In the game Stone connected on
With a first down -at the one• 24 of 45 and all but. wrapped-up
,yard line Weeks e_lected to s_end the ··national statistical category
Rick Beitler in at the quarter- for passing, !Olivas had 20 comback slot to pick up the six points, pletions on iJ2Jatt~pts. Swne com.Bu~ on the first effort Beitlel' llleted 160 Pllllses this se~;~son.
:fu}llb.Ied a_nd the .Aggi~s reco_ve_red. . Leading· the game in pass re. The Lobos ralbed WJth f!ustaJned c;eptions were! ·UNM's Ace Hen.dr,ves after that, but tying the dJ;icks 11nd Bob Flowler--each with
,score 7"7 th~~;t e~rty in the game eight.i :Ace's. catches went for 91
could have gtven the Wolfpack a yards al)d Fowler picked up 92
J>ig mental boost for the rest of yards.
the contest.
The leading Aggie receiver was
Olivas said the Aggles came Mike Cat~roll who pulled down six
back at the half ready to play, :passes good for 181 yards. Lobo
but that if they had not scored David 13ookert led the rushers
early in the third quarter to give with 88 .yards and State's Doug
them a 21-7 lead things might Dalton, the nation's third-leadil)g
have been much closer.
rusher going into the game, added
Stone felt just about the same. 60 yards to his season output. ·
"They (NMSU) just weren't up
Coach Woodson paid tribute to
for the game in the first half and the Lobos after the game when he
came back a11d didn't make the· said, "'l'hey (the Lobos) kept
mistakes that we did," he said.
coming back and never gave up.
It was the arms of Stone and VVhen you can say you did that
Olivas that lead the way for both you h!'ve nothing to be ashamed
teams. The Aggie signal-caller of!'
threw five TD passes for the secLobo ·Coach Weeks was not
ond straight week and UNM's available for comment after the
only score came on a four-yard game.

i~ t: 1\ \J'I (\! G'\Vt~ v
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In the campus spotlight this week, Bellas Hess features
a wide, wonderful selection of college casuals •••
the very newest fashions for
men and women
styled for easy living ••• designed for
go-everywhere comfort.
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Shop Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 10-6

LOBO DAVID BOOKERT,, No. <14, is b~e1ed by
a gang 11f Aggie tacklers 1n New Mex1co.s 54-7
loss to N!llY ~~co State Saturd~~-. Despite ~he
looks of the picture, Bookert was the leadmg
rusher ill the game witlt 88 yards on 16 carries.
He only carried the ball twice in the second half.

The State players converging on Bookert are No.
74, Ruby Jackson; No. 21, Pat Killough; an~ N?·
78 Harold Gargus. No•. 79 for New Mex1co 1s
'W~y Jones. Dennis Marr, No. 55 in the backgl'ound, is tho other Lobo. (UNM photo)

Decison on Weeks Expeded

•

An announcement is expected
by Wednesday on the future of
Bill Weeks as head fMtball coach
at UNM.
Saturday night athletic direc•
tor Pete McDavid said the deci·
LOOK YOUR
BESt!

RENT

A
TUX!
COAT and
TROUSERS

$6.50
COMPLETE
OUTFIT

sion would be made public today,
tomorrow, or Wednesday.
The Lobos' 54-7 loss to New
Mexico State Saturday capped
the worst season in school history
and was the third losing season
in a row for Weeks.
Before UNM began its football
descent, Weeks had guided his
teams to the first three Western
Athletic
Conference
football
championships.
Sentiment is divided about
Weeks resigning or being relieved
of his coaching duties. Among
those who favor his remaining
are at least three top footballers
who have one year of eligibility
left.
After the NMSU game Saturday Terry Stone, Ace Hendricks,
and Scotty Oliver told the Albuquerque Journal that a new coach

Cowboy Praise

lnckriAs, shrtt
Cummerbund,
Suspenders,
Handkerchief,
Studs, Cuff·
link$, Tie and
Bouttonnlere.

$10.00

s~
FIRST and GOLO

.

"Too few observers have the
proper respect for the high caliber of football played in the remote Rocky Mountain schools of
the Western Athletic Conference
, , , B~ause the Weste,. Ath·
letic Con f e r en c e, which they
:figUre to dominate again, is so far
off the beaten path, Wyoming's
Cowboys don't receive the full
:respect they deserve. This is . a
fine football team, make no mistake about it.''-Dell Sports, 1967•
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As RipVan Winkle failed to/earn, there's a time and a place for sleeping. If you find
yourself nodding off atthe wrong time or in the wrong place, reach for your NoDoz.
.(You do carry some with you at all times, don't you?) A couple of
NoDoz and you're with it again. And NoDoz is non habit-forming.
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By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
New Mexico stunned New MexicQ State in the first half Saturday, but the Lobos could not halt
fired-up· Aggie squad in the second hal;f and lost the yame 54-7.
UNM finished .the se~son with
a 1-9 mark, the worst season in
school hiswry, The nine consecutive losses tied the school ~rk
that was. set over two seasolll! ot
J,llay.
New M!;!xic<> State came to Albuquerque confident of an easy
victory.. over upstate rival UNM,
but .could manage only a 14-'llead
at intermission.
But at halftime the Aggies listened to coach Warren Woodson
tell them, "If you keep playing
like this, you're going to get
beat.''
The visitors then came back
and outscored the Lobos 40-0 in
the second half to end the season

For I..Stop Shopping
For 1-Stop Savings

•
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Lobos Lose to .Aggies ,54:7, Finish Season· 1-9
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Gets Extra Credits . • •

The Outstanding Musical Event of the Season!
World Famous Pianist

(!Jfi)

NEW MEXICO LOBO

1516 San J>ecfro NE

•

Jill

Albuquerque, N.M.

was not the solution to Lobo football problems.
.
Stone said experience would be
the key to winning next year.
Hendricks said self-confidence was
the major missing ingredient and
Oliver called for more money and
.more scholarships to allow UNM
to compete "with other large
llchools."
Weeks was not available for
comment after the game Saturday afternoon. No one is certain
when the announcement will come.
Weeks bas a regularly scheduled press luncheon Monday, the
Boosters Club meets Tu~sday
:night, and Wednesday would be
free for a simple written or
verbal statement from the UNM
athletic department.
Weeks' coaching reco1·d at
UNM is: 1960, 5-5; 1961, 7·4;
1962, 7-2-1; 1963, 6·4; 1964, 9-2;
1965, 3-7; 1966, 2-8; 1967, 1-9.

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

Men's & Ladies' Toiletries
Weekdays 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. ·

'
Su11dcys 9 a.m. to I p.m. & 4 p.m. to 6op;.rt..
Open most Holidays
Free Delivery

Pial 255·5581

One of Albuquerque's Oldest Reliable Rx Departments

Thanksgiving Dinner
for Lobo Students
and Families at

s 1
ho~t
restaurant
f

Reservations
Please
255-5102

eJ~

BELL

Albuquerque, N.M.

3900 Central Ave. East

- ·...

·-----·--~-·-·

Tired of looking for a parking place?
Too busy to stage a "park-in?"

Patronize the
Albuquerque
Transit
System

Instant Credit available to responsible young
a d u l t s. No co-signers
needed!
Fill out the form to the.
right and mail or bring to
the credit office. If you
wish, you may phone us
with the information
needed to establish an
account by calling 2981831, Ext. 210.

DINNER

Name .......••.• , . . . . . . • . Phon• ..... .
Address • ~ ••• ~ , • • • . . • • • • • • • • Age .•.••••.

P•rmanent Addl'flu , • . . • • • • • Stale

. , ••••

Bank ...... .
Reference .•.••. ,~·············~········
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Lobo Co-Captains

Heningt:on, Marr Selected
U. Players of the Week
To end the 1967 football season The Lobo has selected UNM;
co-captains Rex Henington ;tnd
Dennia Man as "Players ()f the
Week.''
.Both have been !ltarters all
season-Marr at offensive center
and Henington at defensive left
guard. Henington has played
three years ()f ball here.
Man came from New Mexico
Military Institute and saw only
two years of competition in a
Lobo jersey. Henington is from
Belen and Marr from Almogordo.
Henington has ()ften come into
praise from Lobo Coach Bill
Weeks for his defensive effort in
a losing :;,eason. In his final game
he compiled 25 defensive points.
Marr, also a senior playing in
his last game, has impressed fans
and other coaches all year by the

job he did at center, a positi'ln
that seldo.m draws recognit,..iion,
Both were sf;andm~t high sc]lool
players and won numerous ho!}()r$.
Last year Henington won the
Chuck Cummings spirit award
at UNM.

Monda:y, November 20, 1967

Staffers Suffer Loss, 6-0 '·,
The New Mexico Lobo staff lost
its first game in five outings Sunday to an inspired Albuquerque
Journal' team that had to borrow
a Lobo staffer for its 6-0 win.
The Journal combined with the
. Associ11ted Press but still could
n()t .fleld a complete team. So the
Lobo lent Jerry Roehl to the
downtowners and Roehl in turn
cnught the winning touchdown
pass.

Haight-Ashbury Abandoned ••.

(Continued from page 1)
have opened up a new world in
ular for the simple reason that it clothing styles and popular music.
could turn thli! most prosaic of They have made non-violence the
atmospheres into an interesting creed of thom;ands; and perhaps
one.
also they have made middle-class
Lost in the shuflle were the orig- society a little more conscious of
inal hippies and the ideals they its own hypocrisy.
believed in. "Community" became
But have they gotten closer to
four or five people holding hands a more basic honesty? The answer
together. "Truth'' became what- has to be no: here, perhaps as in
ever you thought of when you any mass movement, the majority
were high. And "grooving to- seem to have deceived themselves,
gether" became an excuse to confusing grooving together for
aVQid the conflicts between people understanding.
that lead to understanding. If
It is apparent the hippie movesomeone began to hint that maybe ment will not last, if for no other
something you said was not quite reason than that people usually
right, you stopped him, telling! . become uncomfortable after Uving
him he was "blowing your mind.'' with a myth for a whiie. New
To be a hippie was to have a movements, aided by the compulfragile mind.
sive media, will come along, grow,
So what have the hippies con- and decline.
tributed? They have, hopefully,
It is apparent the. hippie movedispelled a few myths about the ment will not last, if for no other
evil powers of marijuana. They reason· than that people usually
become unc()mfortable after living
with a myth for a while. New
movements, aided by the compulsive media, will come along, grow,
and decline.
B11t the hippies have reached
their peak. The end will come
when too many of them discover
that the · vision ~ey were constructing was not · new. It was
just good old middle-class hedonism, concealed by beads and flashing lights,

The year of the

YAMAHA

Rex Henington

The Twin Jet 100 is the
swingin' thing for Spring.
Double everything ... 2
cylinders, 2 carburetors, 2
exhaust pipes ... for more GO.
The styling has that
no-nonsense look, lean and
racy like a 250cc World Grand
Prix Champion Yamaha. If you
can ride a bicycle you can ride
a Yamaha. Sd'stop in and ride
out on a Yamaha Twin Jet 100.
Then you'll know why Yamaha,
with proven oil-injection, is
the top-selling 2-stroke in the
.u.s. See us today,

WANT ADS

U. United Nations
The University Association on
the United Nations will meet tomorrow at 4 p.m. in room 253 of
the Union to plan activities for
December and discuss the duties
of the Model United Nations.

MOTORCYCLE SALES
6316 Domingo Rd., NE
Ph011e 25s,()237

Roy's Hairstyling
For Men
Three Barbers - No Waiting
(Where The Entertainers
Have Their Hair Done)
2520 C•ntrcd S.l!.

Auou From Johruon Gym

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

THE STUDENTS
WHO REALLY SAVE MONEY
ON TIRES DO IT AT •••
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Fidelity Union Life

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY:
89 Wini'OCfc Center
f"ICfion and Nonfiction
Paperbacks

."
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Lobby'.Hed~~es

Two Key Factors

)·:

\!
'I

"

'yl

~"
By WAYNE CI.ODIO
meeting for the lobby applicants
Student Senate has nnnounced
Head student lobbyist Harold in the first step in a series of
plans to try to get· the adminisLavender Jr. last night told 19 conferences and dilocussions planprospective lobbyists that "re- ned to acquaint student lobbyists
tration to move gr~uate cE;~re
sponsibility
and maturity" would about their functions and duties.
monies from Johnson Gymnasium
be
the
key
factors
in a successful
to University Arena.
"Our main reason for establishstudent
lobby
at
the.
state legis- ing this l()bby are to dispel the
Associated Students Vice-Pres.
lature in Santa Fe in January,
stereotype image of college stuident Bill Carr~ said last night
Lavender held au orientation dents that legislators might have
that the move was asked because
and to acquire more financial supof the problems o:J; getting relaport for UNM from the st~:~te legtives and friends in to see comislature," Lavender said,
mencement. Seniors are usually
Of the ten main lobbyists, five
allowed only two tickets.
will serve as ()fticiai lobbyists,
three as resource personnel to
The administration ha.s four
provide
legislators with needed
()bjections to li s in g the new
information,
one as secretary, and
15,000-seat arena for commenceas
a
JlUblic
reiations repreone
ment, Carr said. It feels that the
S
sentative.
entire graduating class cannot
. enior
Vallez
Tuesday
The lobby would work only on
as the
Most
night
wasEmilio
honored
be .seated on the floor, that the
· Valuable Player on the 1967 UNM items of t()p priority interest<.,
acoustics are not good enough,
f b 1
UNM as a whole, Lavender said.
. o()t a I team. The award is voted All lobby activity will be chanand that the ramp will be dangerby local sportswriters and sports neled through Lavender before
ous for girls in high heels. They
ca:;;ters ;~.nd the LQbo coaching presentation to individuallegislaalso ()bject because there is no
staff.
d
t
Vallez is the holder of nearly tors an commit ees.
dressing area.
every school pass receiving rec
"The lobby will be a coordinatHowever, Carr said parts of
ord and western Athletic Con~ ed effort among students and adthe stands could be used to seat
ference marks, Once this season ministration to represent UNM.
all of the seniors. In addition, he
he was named as the wAC "line- · We will function strictly to pro.
said, past concerts have proved
man of the week."
· vide. information to legislators.
that the acoustics in the arena
another senior, Joe Casas, was In no way will we be a pressure
named the recipient of the C'ol. group," Lavender said.
are excellent, and screens could
Associated Students President
H. J. Golightly Trophy award as
be erected on part of the upper
Thorson
and ASUNM
C()ncourse for a dressing area,
SUZANNE NORGRESS will represent the UNM Ski, Club in the the top defensive player of the John
President
Bill Carr
will also Vicework
Among
other
honors,
Casas
with
lobbyists,
Lavender,
Thorson,
Student Senate also 'has plans 1967 Miss Ski-O·D()so contest this weekend. A senior .majoring in year.
ia the top kickoff return man in
for erecting
new lighted mar- homiUICOitemies· and art histor-y, Miss Norgress is PreSently m Lon~ the nation.
·
Carr, Clll'l'Y,. ·and Senator Tom
·don,
England,
with
.Lee
Majors,
well-known
television
actor,
compli·
quee on the Union Mall to inThe
Chuck
Cummingg
Memorial
Jouze·
met with members of the
ments ot the "Dating. Game.'' She is a current finalist in Glamour
form students ()f upcoming Magazine's
Award
for
the
most
.team
spirit
Board
o:f
Educational Finance last
Best-Dressed Coed on Campus contest and is a former
events, Carr said.
went to Jerry Pollard who played week in Santa Fe and were reMiss Farmington.
both guard and fullback for the portedly well-received.
The original lobby bill p'fti_
Lobos this season.
Two special awards were also posed by Senator Curry earlier
made at the weekly Boosters in the year, called for only ten
Club meeting at the Western lobbyists. Lavender, however, said
Skies. The "No, 1 Lobo Bo()ster," that all nineteen applicants
By BOB STOREY
vision after 30 days,
Pops Faulkner, was honored for would have an opportunity to atIf this interpretation is upheld, his 82nd birthday which is today. tend a legislative session if they
The state attorney general will
Salazar said that Pierson based
than 1100 UNM studehts Pops, as he is known across town, displayed interest.
more
be asked for a clariflcati()n on a his decision on the fact that state
must
buy
licenses, register their received a variety of gifts, includrecent decision requiring out-of- law makes a distincti()n only beLavender said that at least
cats,
and
pay the state tax of ing his own baseball unif()tm,
state students to register their tween resident and non-resident
one student lobbyist would have
cars after 30 days in the state. vehicles, with no separate classi- one-half ot one per cent on the
UNM athletic co-ordinator Ike · to be present every day thr()Ugh~
National Automobile Dealers As- Singer was honored by the Lobo out the 30-day legislative session,
State Motor Vehicle Commis- ficati()n for 'Students. Those stu- sociation
blue book price.
si()ner Robert Salazar said yester- dents who are employed are cohLetterman's club with an honor- AU of the lobbyists are scheduled
The local office says it has a ary lifetime membership in the to attend the opening session Jan.
day he plans to ask for a second sidered residents, even it the job
17.
directive handed down by Salazar organization.
clarification on the decision hand- is part-time.
·
based
()n
Pierson's
decision,
but
future
of
Bill
A $1500 allocation granted by
No
word
on
the
ed down Oct, 28 by Assistant
Pierson's statement seemed to
Attorney General Edward Pier- be ambiguous since in one part is not sure how to interpret it Weeks as head football coach at Student Senate last week will
nnd wants clarif\cation from Sal- UNM was announced at the meet- be used to cover travel expenses,
son.
he said only out-of-state students azar.
ing.
meals, lodging, and research costs.
Pierson's decision said that with part-time jobs are required
But Salnzar says he is not sure
out-of-state students with part. to register, yet he also said all
time jobs must register their ears out-of-state students are required either and is going to ask for
further clariflcation.
with the State Motor Vehicle Di- to register.
The question was raised when
a ~oup of college students came
to Salazar's office and asked him
if because they were employed
part-time they would have to
register their cars.
Salazar said he asked for clarification, but expressed surprise
The Committee on the Univer·
at the ruling that came back from sity will begin investigating stu- nated by student government and
$1000 appropriated by the adminthe attorney general.
dent services and recreation fa- istration. 'rhe person will be hired
•
"If it was just for the admin- cilities on Dec. 11.
sometime
next
week
and
will
do
istrative cost to register and proAssociated Students President
cess these kids, I would say that John Thorson said last night that background investigation of reit would not be worth it," Snlazar the committee plans to investigate source material and information
· before the committee begins its
said.
two lines of thought ab()Ut stu- investigations.
"I know that college kids are dent facilities. One idea involves
the most hard-pressed to pay and further expansion of the Union
that if they Were required to also t() include more dining and recbuy the licenses it would really reation areas, Thorson said,
The other idea would be to
Work a hardship," he said.
spread Union facilities through.
There may be a specific pro- out the campus in a series of
Temple University, in CQ~Per
viliion that exempts students, satellite units.
ation with local school disfacts,
Salazar said. He had no predicThorson said that the Commit- is offering an intensive two.orear
tion of what the att()rney general tee on the University will estab. graduate program d~d to
would say in a second interpre- lish a subcommittee to do re- ttain teachers ()f retarded <Chllsearch and make specific recom- dren.
tation.
mendations.
Qualifications for the training
Also at the Dt!cember meeting program ate a bachelor'• degree,
Administrative Vice-President preparation in a subject At'1aa,
New lounge Open
Sherman Smith will present the
All UNM students, faculty concept design developed by the and n liberal education. The Grad·
uate Record Examinations are remembers, and administrators are UN'M master planner. These plans quired for admission.
Relaxing and reviewing at the sante time, ltudolt' Sllrkin, took a
invited to relax in the Honors will be vital in preparing a recomshort pause drtring his two hour concert at the Fine Arts Center to
Anyone interested may contact
put in some mental gymnastics oofore the second half ot' his solo
Center )()unge in the southwest mendation on dining and recre• the UNM Placement Center for
concert. The world ~enownoo pianist delivered a magnificent )J(lrform•
wing ()f the Zimmerman library on ation facilities. •
further information or write to
ance to a near capac•ty crowd. (Photo by Pawley)
Thorson said the committee has Special Education Internships for.,
Ft!day afternoons. Coffee will be
also decided to hite a part-time Teachers, Temple University,
sold f()r five cents.
research assistant using $1000 do~ Philadelphia, Pa, 19122•
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Vallez Recipient
Of MUP Award

of College Me~
and Women;,
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298-1828

Childrens' Books
Bargains

Have a
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the Best Food
in Town is at
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Vehicle Decision Questioned

ONE SET of Case Rule Lawbooks. Pn!J.
liabed 1915·1940, There are eight sup.
pJimentals, two indiees and 27 law
~lum4!ll. $45.00 or best otrer. )by be
seen at 2700 Sor.no NE. 11/16-20,
STUDEN'IS looking for • car bom $100.
to $2000. any make. For the loweot
Prices in town c:aU Lan~ Corter, 298-

GOLD
FASHION
RINGS

1934 after 3:30 p~
3 BLOCKS UNM. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
beamed o:eJ'IiiJP, firep~ pancled atnd7,

YOUR
PERSONAL SERVICE
JEWELER

$18,750. Phone 256-2506, 11/

BUTTERFIELD'S

SERVICES
TnE'WRlTEn Sab .. Se....icel, all
mak.,, 20 z>ereent disooont with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
P.lll. on :MondAJ' 4 thunday. E ol; E
Tn>ewriter Servioe, 2217 Coal SE, Phone

DIAMOND DEPARTMENT

OPEN
TONIGHT

243-0588.

PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS. l'SYCHADELIG POS'l'ERS ol: BtnTONS. It we
don,.t have thetn, then ,-ou don't want
them. Send for 15&1JJPle5 and Jiat. HADAH BUTl'ERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Collar, Denver, Colorado. 8022().
WANTED RIDE to LAS VEGAS,
NEVADA tor Thankftgjvlng holic!Qs.
Rand7 Franklin, Room 120 Onate, 277-

Two Approaches Outlined

to

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED RINGS
PlUS •• " salcctod nlooso'' untnountod stones

LOST

2312

.MEN'S LONGlNE live otar admiral Wrist
wateh with gold OI!X band. r-t in
men'a lounge In Admin. Bldg. Reward.
It lound t>lea.se eaU Mr. Caml>OS 2423302 (Jl' 842-3033 ext. 26.

CENTRAlSE

jewelers

MEMBeR ~MERIC~N
CEM socrttY

The New Ol~ie ]oe

Temple University
To Train Teachers,.,),

management
Night,

.welcomes

Beer For Girls,

You

No
Cover

10¢ a Glass
T720 Ccnlral S.E.

~·

Committ:ee on U. Study
Campus Facilities' Growth

'til 9 PM

~686.

Dancing Every

.

Senate Pla~IBid/. '
To Change Site
Of U. Graduation

From Coast to Coast
the leader in serving
the Insurance Needs

·.;.:.:;.. ;}~:~

EXICO

. l \

FOR SALE
1961 VOLVO-new tires, snemm4!llh to
m:.t. Bod's not too hot bot great personality And l'UlUI welL $SGO. can 2999161. Great for skiing,

1'1-27.

BOBBY J1 S

billed the "game o:J; the year" on
the UNM: campus. It will be played at Zimmerman Field at 3:30
p.m. Friday, Dec. 1 td provide
mple seating for the large :number
of football fans expected to turn
out for the meeting.

arid Remember

CLASSIFIED ADVERTJSJNG RATES:
4 !iDe ad., 65t-4 ti!Qeo, $2.00. lnsertiOllll
moat be submitted by noon on day befot-e
publieatlon to Room 169, Stndent Poblieatlon. Bollclinc, or telePhone 2'1'l..(OOZ OJ'
277..(102.

1!:&!3ge.

DennisMarr

The battle cry for the 1-4 Jo\lrnal team was, "When they knock
yo11. down, get back up.'' It was
the first game that the Journal
had offered any re&istance tQ the
Lobo scoring attack.
The Lobo, aside fr()m lending
Roehl, pil,tyed without receiyer
and defensive back Chuck Reynolds, guard Wayn~ Ciddio, guard
Bob Pawley, and player-c;:t.ptilin
Nooley Reinheardt.
AP's Pat Thompson led the
fired-up defense, batting passes
down regularly as the Lobo staff
threatened to score.
The Lobo· still is to play Student Senate, Other possible games
are against the Journal, the New
York Playboy bunnies, and/or an
all-girl team from the UNM campus.
The Beer Bowl pitting The
Lobo against Senate has been

C1a.rge
P1onc 24.2-2151
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